Abstract. Recognizing human intentions is part of the decision process in many technical devices. In order to achieve natural interaction, the required estimation quality and the used computation time need to be balanced. This becomes challenging, if the number of sensors is high and measurement systems are complex. In this paper, a model predictive approach to this problem based on online switching of small, situation-specific Dynamic Bayesian Networks is proposed. The contributions are an efficient modeling and inference of situations and a greedy model predictive switching algorithm maximizing the mutual information of predicted situations. The achievable accuracy and computational savings are demonstrated for a household scenario by using an extended range telepresence system.
Introduction
Recognizing a human's intentions, plans, and actions is crucial to the facilitation of nonverbal human-robot cooperation. Intention recognition [1] is the process of estimating the force driving human actions based on noisy observations of the human's interactions with his environment. For example, a robot embedded in a household can assist the human at its best, when estimating whether the human wants to cook, wash, etc., based on observations such as his location, grasping activity, and object interactions [2] . In general, approaches to intention recognition may be categorized into symbolic approaches [3] , probabilistic approaches, [4] , [5] and blends thereof [6] . The key difference between symbolic and probabilistic approaches is that in the former the possibility of an intention is deduced, while in the latter the probability of an intention is inferred. In this paper, intention recognition is considered a discrete-time state estimation problem formalized in a Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) [7] , with a state containing the set of intentions to be estimated [2] , [8] , [9] . In order to allow for an intuitive interactive cooperation, efficient online inference in these models must be achieved. The main challenge to be addressed is the large size of the measurement systems caused by the large number of features sensed.
The problem of inference with large measurement models is at the intersection of three research areas: structured Bayesian Networks (BN) [10] , [11] , switching models, and sensor selection. A hierarchical fusion of measurements is modeled by a measurement system in form of a BN. Existing approaches to modeling and solving largescale structured BNs include Object-Oriented BNs (OOBN) [12] and Situation-Specific BNs [13] . Although facilitating the handling of large BN greatly by the introduction of reusable objects and class structures, it is hardly possible to construct a BN for a specific query at each time step and still obtain real-time performance. In contrast, Multinets [14] are focused on dynamically switching the structure of a single network based on the state estimate. Extending this approach to considering only a subset of the measurement model for one BN may be understood as a sensor selection problem [15] over time. The specific difficulty for the intention recognition lies in the complexity of the measurement system, i.e., layered information fusion. In [16] , an approach to selecting subsets of sensors for such a model, maximizing the mutual information I between the state and sensor subsets, was proposed. For the used sensor synergy graph, I has to be computed for all pairs of sensors.
In this paper, inference in large models with many features is addressed, where number of features prohibits the exhaustive calculations in [16] . The specific properties of the intention recognition problem are exploited to circumvent the exhaustive calculation, by using the natural decomposition of the problem into situations. A model predictive switching between reduced models is proposed. The reduced models correspond to sets of intentions summarized in situations and include the respective subsets of the measurement system, i.e., BN with less nodes and smaller state spaces. Performing inference with the reduced models only, computational savings can be obtained at a modest loss in accuracy.
Intention Recognition
Given a specific situation, a human has a set of coarse intentions, which manifest in fine-grained interactions with the world-the actions. These definitions are abstract and need to be instantiated for each application at hand, i.e., the set of possible actions, levels of abstractions, and the intentions need to be found for each restricted task. Given these limitations, a temporal causal forward model (CFM) for specific tasks and situations is derivable, as depicted in Fig. 1 . Nodes reflect quantities, e.g., intentions or actions, and edges correspond to relations among them. Intention recognition is the process of inferring the human state by fusing the various online incoming observations (e.g., video streams or tracking results) according to this CFM, which encodes the human's rationale. The inset in Fig. 1 shows a detailed view of a complicated measurement system. This causal forward model may be simply converted into a BN, i.e., a probabilistic graphical model, by interpreting each quantity, e.g., the intention, as a random variable and the relations among random variables as conditional densities, e.g., f (a t |a t−1 , i t ) These conditional densities f quantify how likely value combinations are. For our purpose, it is necessary to model relations between hybrid sets of variables, i.e., sets of continuous and discrete valued variables, as well as nonlinear dependencies. For this reason, hybrid BN with mixture conditional densities are employed [17] , as they allow for a unified treatment. Fig. 2 intentions, a t the actions, m t and m t the measurement variables for time step t, which will be explained in the next two sections. The corresponding conditional densities also are given, showing the temporal dependency of consecutive time steps. For the rest of this paper, it is assumed that d t and s t remain constant and only the model defined by M t := {i t , a t , m t } will be considered. In order to infer the intention, information about the domain d t and preceding time steps will be propagated forward, whereas measurements will be processed by a Bayesian backward inference step [17] .
Online Model Switching
For non-trivial applications, the models constructed in Sec. 2 entail hierarchical and sequential models, relating atomic actions to multilevel action sequences. The resulting model is too large to allow for an interactive human-robot-cooperation. In this section, an online switching between reduced models is proposed to alleviate this problem.
Modeling Situations
A situation is a set of necessary conditions for human behavior, i.e., a set of conditions restricting the set of possible intentions. The constraints for situation s i may be user given or determined automatically, e.g., spatio-temporal constraints may be obtained from an analysis of the human's movement profiles. The relations are assumed to be given in conjunctive normal form, similar to
The The resulting clauses are then connected to inverse-AND nodes to arrive at a BN corresponding to (1) . Performing this operation for all s i,t yields a measurement system for the situation model. In Fig. 2 , this measurement system corresponds to the bottom system. Yet, as the situation is causal to the intentions i t the situation BN can be merged with the intention recognition BN by introducing the dependency f (i t |s t ). One obtains a larger BN, where the intention recognition works as a fine-grained measurement model and the newly constructed situation BN functions as a coarse model. The dynamical development of the situation is accounted for by introducing f (s t+1 |s t ).
Reduced Models
The complete BN for the intention recognition M resembles the causal forward model in Fig. 1 and is substituted by a set of reduced models M k
The model M t is defined by all intentions i t = [i 1,t · · · i o,t ] T , i j,t ∈ A t , all action subsystems a t and the respective measured variables m t as well as the respective probabilistic models, e.g., f (i t |s t ). The reduced models M k t are defined by only some intentions
T , i j,t ∈ A k t ⊆ A t and the respective action subsystems with corresponding measured variables defined accordingly. The index t emphasizes the dependency on the time step. Note that the conditional densities need to be adapted for switching between different state spaces, e.g., over time f (i k t+1 |i k t ) and f (i k t |s t ). The coarse static measurement system of m t for the situation recognition is contained in all M k t , to allow for fast situation recognition. This measurement system is not subject to switching.
Switching Algorithm
Based on the above situation model and the M k t , an online model switching algorithm is proposed for choosing the model M k t+1 , which maximizes the reduction of uncertainty, measured by the mutual information I, over the future situation s t+1 given i k t+1 . Additionally, a term P(M t , M t+1 ) penalizing a frequent model switching is added to the objective function
Maximizing (3), the model M * t+1 is selected, which is most consistent with the expected situation at t + 1, which is predicted using f (s t+1 |s t ). The parameter λ is a weight, representing our belief in the need for penalization. Furthermore, is assumed, that the M k t are discrete-valued only. Alg. 1 summarizes the online model selection. It should be noted that this algorithm is greedy and only selects the best model with respect to (3) for a one-step horizon. Additionally, in contrast to [16] , not I( s t+1 ; m t+1 ) is calculated, but an approximation in form of the intention is calculated-allowing an online application of the approach. Additionally, the calculation of I( s t+1 ; i k t+1 ) is approximated by neglecting the dependency f (i t+1 |i t ). Besides the dynamics of s t+1 and i t+1 , the measurement systems might contain dynamic dependencies too, which need to be considered. Regarding scalability, the algorithm is based on the decomposability of the human's intentions according to situations. The performance regarding estimation quality and computational savings is governed by the specific decomposition chosen. The experiments show, that given such a decomposition, the approach allows for efficient intention recognition.
Algorithm 1 Situation and Intention with Online Model selection
Input: Models M k t , initial model M 0 , λ , penalty function P(., .) for all Time-steps t do Perform inference with M k t , e.g., message passing [10] , [17 
Experiments
The proposed approach will be implemented for close cooperation with a humanoid robot in a household setting. To validate the approach, an extended range telepresent virtual household scenario is employed. In the rest of this section, this testbed and the results are discussed.
Telepresent Virtual Household Setting
For the experiments, the extended range telepresence system from [18] was used. It allows the user to move in a virtual 1:1-scale kitchen model of the original household. Head and hand positions are tracked by an acoustic system in his real environment and are mapped to the virtual world. Thus, the human test person moves naturally in his environment and the virtual environment. The noise characteristics are similar to the expected capability of the vision system of the real robot. Additionally, the human grasping activity is measured by means of a bluetooth cyber-glove device. During the actual experiments, a test person was instructed to carry out a typical action sequence in a kitchen: lay table, prepare a meal followed by clean dishes. For this sequence, the test person has to cross a room, pick up some dinner ware, and bring it to the table on the opposite side of the kitchen. After fetching some ingredients, these are put into cooking pot. The pot is put onto the stove. Later, the initially used dinnerware is picked up and put into the dishwasher. For this test setup, only a subset of the actually available situations and intentions is used. Results In this section, the achieved accuracy is compared to the computational savings of using the reduced models only for two model sizes. In Ex. 1 ten intentions were estimated with a BN of 319 nodes. Ex. 2 comprises 15 intentions and 625 nodes. Each model was decomposed into four reduced models with about 200-300 nodes per reduced model. For the small model, the situation and intention estimates are given in Fig. 3 . The top images in Fig. 3 show the estimation results over time for the unswitched approach and the lower images show the estimation results for the switched approach. The estimates of the two approaches align nicely. Yet, some abrupt changes in the estimates can be observed. These occur when the model switches, as can be seen in Fig. 4 , due to the different parametrization and state spaces of the models. In Fig. 4 , the error, as the absolute difference between the estimates using the full and the reduced model, are given. Tab. 1 gives a statistic of the error in the situation and intention estimates for both models. In these tables the maximum and average mean absolute difference over all situations/intentions is given with its variance. The errors are averaged over time. Throughout the experiment the average error is modest, except where the model is switched. This leads to the conclusion that the approach works well, but a smooth model transition needs to be further investigated. The approach is relatively robust to misclassifications as can be seen in Fig. 4 for Ex. 2 where a situation is misclassified, leading to a drastic increase in error but after an additional situation change the approach aligns with the true situation. Regarding the computational savings, we compare the average number of nodes used in the BN given in Tab. 1 for Exp. 1 and Exp. 2. In both experiments, the employed BN are structured like Fig. 2 . For both experiments the average number of nodes used is significantly reduced and the computation time is decreased by up to one order of magnitude. Note, even though Exp. 2 contains larger models, only a modest increase in the average number of nodes can be observed. In Exp. 2 larger parts of the model may be ignored, showing that the result will scale favorably for real scenarios.
Conclusion
In this paper, an approach to efficient intention recognition based on situation-specific model switching is proposed. To this end, a way of modeling situations and its integration with a BN, encoding the causal forward model of the human's rationale, was explicated. Based on a measurement system for the coarse situation assessment, which checks constraints for objects and places, a model predictive approach to online switching of reduced Dynamic Bayesian Networks for the intention recognition was proposed. At each time step, the best reduced model is selected based on the maximization of mutual information of the predicted situation and intention estimates, avoiding the expensive mutual information calculations for all sensors. Using an extended range telepresence system, the proposed approach was shown to deliver computational savings of up to one order of magnitude at an acceptable error level. In future work, it should be investigated if longer prediction horizons allow for improved switching performance and the neglected dynamic dependencies may be considered. Table 1 . Maximum and average difference between the situation estimates s t (intention estimates i t ) using the full and the reduced model and the respective standard deviation for both experiments. On the right, the used average number of nodes and computation time per step are given. 
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